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Macroscopic Failure Processes at Mines Revealed

by Acoustic Emission (AE) Monitoring

by D. Becker, B. Cailleau, D. Kaiser, and T. Dahm

Abstract Mining activity may cause different types of seismicity and rock failure.
Typical events include (1) fully induced microearthquakes in close proximity to gal-
leries and human activity due to high-stress concentrations (border fractures) and
(2) triggered earthquakes within the rock mass at larger distance to the source of
the stress perturbation (inner fractures). Type 1 is important to understand the develop-
ment of rock bursts and evaluate the stability of the mine. Type 2 may be associated
with larger events releasing pre-existing stress and being triggered by stress changes
due to the mining operation. They are important to assess the seismic hazard related to
mining activity.

To analyze these different failure processes, we use a dataset of high-frequency
acoustic emission (AE) events monitored in an abandoned salt mine. The process of
fracture formation in the rock mass was enhanced by the backfilling of a cavity. Ther-
mal stresses induced by the backfilling operation are modeled with a finite-element
approach, and observed AE activity is used to quantify the mechanism of event trig-
gering in terms of a Coulomb failure model.

Two observations are outstanding. First, the instantaneous triggering of enhanced
activity and the slow growth of an inner fracture in relatively far distance to the back-
filled cavity is detected. The structure already showed AE activity before the refilling
started and was triggered by traction-like stress transfer. Its AE activity correlates well
with the calculated Coulomb stress changes at the beginning of backfilling. Second,
the sudden occurrence of a macroscopic, induced border fracture at the backfilled
gallery which is oriented in agreement with the acting stress field is observed.
Although AE activity at the inner fracture was triggered by tiny Coulomb stress
changes, indicating a structure already in critical state, formation of the border fracture
required significantly larger stresses, hinting at a previously intact rock volume.

Online Material: Figure depicting the variability of the static Coulomb stress
changes on the inner fracture for different rake values.

Introduction

In the mining environment, ongoing human activities
such as the removal of large volumes of material modify the
Coulomb stress field and either promote or hinder failure in
intact rock or on pre-existing slip interfaces already pre-
loaded by the background stress field. In the border region
of mined-out cavities, induced Coulomb stress changes lead
to a large number of brittle failure events, sometimes ex-
pressed as rockfalls or rockbursts (e.g., Gibowicz and Kijko,
1994; Richardson and Jordan, 2002). These events are
termed “border fractures” in this paper and pose a consider-
able risk to life and property (e.g., Young et al., 1992; Ge,
2005). Most of the microseismic (MS) and acoustic emission
(AE) events observed in the mining environment are linked to

such failure processes in the excavation damage zone close to
the cavities, as well as in the regions in the immediate vicin-
ity of cavities (e.g., Gibowicz and Kijko, 1994; Richardson
and Jordan, 2002). Apart from these events, which are often
interpreted as failure due to quasi-static stress changes result-
ing from excavation activity, events at larger distance from
the cavities also are observed (here defined as inner fractures;
see also Richardson and Jordan, 2002). These events do not
necessarily migrate with the advancing excavation front but
are temporally and spatially distributed throughout the active
mining area. They are interpreted as slip events in pre-
existing shear zones activated by the stress perturbations
caused by the mining activity.
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To better understand the characteristics of such MS or
AE events in the mining environment and their response
to stress changes, several extensive studies have been carried
out during the last about two decades. Such studies were con-
ducted in underground laboratories like the Canadian Under-
ground Research Laboratory (URL; e.g., Falls and Young,
1998; Young and Collins, 1999) and the Swedish Hard Rock
Laboratory (HRL; e.g., Anderson and Martin, 2009; Ander-
sson et al., 2009), as well as in active mines such as the deep
SouthAfrican goldmines (e.g., Richardson and Jordan, 2002;
Naoi et al., 2011) or European ore (e.g., Oye et al., 2005) and
coal mines (e.g., Gibowicz and Kijko, 1994). Additionally,
monitoring programs to mitigate risks during the active min-
ing process are carried out by the operators of the mine (e.g.,
Gibowicz, 1989; Gibowicz and Kijko, 1994; Trifu, 2002;
Trifu, 2010). The aim of this monitoring is to identify regions
that may be susceptible to rockbursts or structural damage
(e.g., Young et al., 1992; Ge, 2005) or to decide when a safe
re-entry to the mine is possible after a rockburst or larger
event (e.g., Vallejos and McKinnon, 2011).

In the area of AE events, Naoi et al. (2011) studied more
than 20,000 aftershocks of an M 2 event in a South African
gold mine and identified a narrow rupture surface with an
orientation that obeys the Coulomb failure criterion. They
observed an Omori-type decay of the event rate in spatially
distinct clusters in agreement with the idea of aftershock
behavior and enhanced aftershock activity close to cavities,
presumably due to stress concentrations and the existence of
excavation damage zones. In the Swedish HRL, Andersson
et al. (2009) investigated the response of a pillar to the com-
bined effect of excavation- and thermal-induced stresses.
They observed a correlation between thermal-induced tan-
gential stresses and daily event rates for AE events close to
the borehole wall, as well as the activation of a mapped shear
zone within the rock pillar between the two boreholes.
Practically, all these events were observed within a distance
of 1 m or even less from the boreholes.

The occurrence of these brittle failure events is often ex-
plained with the concept of the Coulomb failure criterion,
originally developed for natural seismicity (e.g., King et al.,
1994; Stein, 1999). In the case of natural seismicity, the Cou-
lomb failure stress is either induced on a fault due to static
stress changes caused by other earthquakes (e.g., King et al.,
1994; Stein, 1999; Freed, 2005) or to slower deformational
processes in its surrounding, such as magmatic intrusions or
plate deformations (e.g., Dieterich et al., 2000; Toda et al.,
2002). If the fault is already in a critical state close to failure,
even small positive changes in the Coulomb failure stress
have the potential to trigger activity. However, to test the val-
idity of these models and to obtain quantitative estimates, a
precise knowledge of the spatiotemporal evolution of the
stress field and large event datasets are necessary, but these
are rarely available in studies dealing with natural seismicity.

In this study, a high-quality catalog of AE events span-
ning an extended time interval of several years and compris-
ing tens of thousands of events in the region of interest is

utilized to study the spatiotemporal evolution of microcrack-
ing activity, illuminating a pre-existing inner fracture.
Coulomb stresses calculated with a 2D finite-element (FE)
thermoelastic model are able to explain many features of
the observed AE activity of this inner fracture, as well as
those of a newly created border fracture.

Study Site and Monitoring Network

The study site is located in the former Morsleben salt
mine in northern Germany, which is used as a repository
for weak to medium radioactive waste. Details on the Mor-
sleben repository and its geologic and tectonic setting are
given in Behlau and Mingerzahn (2001), Preuss et al. (2002),
and Federal Office for Radiation Protection (2009). The salt
deposits consist of highly folded Zechstein salt (z2–4) with
interspersed blocks of broken anhydrite (z3HA) and other
layers of deposited material with varying material parameters
(e.g. carnallitite [z2SF]). These different units cover a wide
range of possible deformational behaviors from brittle to
very ductile and vary greatly with respect to their compres-
sive and tensile yield stresses. In order to mitigate possible
risks due to sudden mass movements in the mining complex,
an extensive monitoring program is in place that records the
AE and other activity in selected areas of the mining com-
plex (Fig. 1).

Because of the ongoing creep of the salt body, AE events
are ubiquitous in the study region. This microcracking either
takes place along grain boundaries or breaks through grains
in the salt or at the contact between different geologic units,
such as rock salt and anhydrite, that serve as localized zones
of weakness (e.g., Spies and Eisenblätter, 1999; Spies and
Eisenblätter, 2001; Fahland et al., 2005). The dataset used
in this study was recorded by a network of 24 AE receivers
(Fig. 1), which were installed in the early 1990s and span a
volume of roughly 80 × 80 × 50 m at a depth of about 300 m
below the surface. However, due to the low damping of the
seismic signals in salt, which is on the order of a few dB per
10 m travel path (Eisenblätter and Spies, 2000), the moni-
tored region is significantly larger. AE events in the mine are
located automatically with a triggering approach, and only
event parameters such as hypocenter, origin time, automati-
cally determined P- and S-wave onsets, and maximum
amplitude are saved in a log file. (The waveforms are not
routinely retained; see Spies and Eisenblätter, 2001, Köhler
et al., 2009, and Becker et al., 2010, for specifics of the re-
cording system and the localization procedure.) Data are
sampled with 200 kHz, and the main signal energy is in the
1–20 kHz frequency range. From empirical energy relations
(Eisenblätter and Spies, 2000), moment magnitudes in the
−6 to −4Mw range are estimated for the dB magnitude range
from 40 to 80 (corresponding to an AE magnitude, MAE,
range of 2–4) observed for most of the events in this study
(e.g., Maghsoudi et al., 2013). Completeness of the AE cata-
log was studied in detail by Becker et al. (2010) and Magh-
soudi et al. (2013). Although the AE catalog is incomplete
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during times of working activity in the mine, it is complete
during times of strongest AE activity, with up to 400 events
per hour studied in detail in this paper.

In order to increase the structural stability of the mining
complex, selected cavities were backfilled with salt concrete.
The first cavity to be subjected to this procedure was instru-
mented with a temperature chain anchored between the top
and the floor of the cavity. This backfilled cavity is located
slightly toward the west and below the network of AE receiv-
ers (Fig. 1), which results in a slightly reduced magnitude
range of the AE catalog when compared to the center of the
AE network. Nevertheless, the location accuracy for well-
located AE events is on the order of 1–2 m (Becker et al.,

2010), and the number of events recorded in the vicinity
of the cavity is high enough for a detailed analysis of micro-
cracking processes in this area (Köhler et al., 2009; Becker
et al., 2010).

In the backfilling process, liquid salt concrete at ambient
temperature is pumped into the target cavity, where it starts to
solidify. During this curing process of the concrete, large
amounts of heat are released and transferred to the surround-
ing rock mass (Fig. 2). The addition of new, colder (with re-
spect to the solidifying material) concrete during the next
working period again reduces the temperature in the cavity.
Because of this cyclic nature of the backfilling process, with
five consecutive days of backfilling activity interrupted by
two days (weekend)withoutworking activity, the temperature
at the ceiling of the backfilled cavity also exhibits a cyclic
character. This in turn induces cyclic thermal stressing in
the surrounding rock mass. The whole backfilling process,
during which a total volume of about 26;000 m3 of salt con-
crete was pumped into the target cavity, lasted 182 days. The
relative temperature increase during the work-free two-day
interval reached values of up to 8° C for the last heating period
before backfilling was completed (178–180 days after start of
backfilling), whereas these values were on the order of 2° C
during the start of backfilling (days 20–40 of backfilling).
Daily temperature fluctuations at the top of the cavity during
the five-dayworking period increased from about 0.5° C at the
beginning of backfilling to about 3° C toward the end due to
the decreasing distance from the ceiling to the surface of the
backfilling material. From day 91 up to day 105, a two-week
interruption (Christmas holidays) in backfilling activity is evi-
denced by a slowly decreasing temperature profile (Fig. 2).

Because of the fast decay of the thermal signal with
growing distance from the cavity, a more gradual loading
history is expected for the rock mass at distances exceeding
a few meters from the gallery. However, thermal stresses in-
duced in the rock mass consist of a superposition of a body-
force-like and a surface-traction-like term (e.g., Berger,
1975; Ben-Zion and Leary, 1986; Prawirodirdjo et al., 2006).
Although the body-force-like term is due to the thermal
expansion at a given point and travels with the slow velocity
of the thermal front, the traction-like term is due to elastic
coupling of thermal expansion at distant points and is instan-
taneously transmitted over large distances (Ben-Zion and
Leary, 1986). Thus, even at a distance of 10–30 meters from
the backfilled cavity, a cyclic stress component is expected
and might find its expression in the weak microcracking
activity recorded by AE sensors.

Observed AE Activity

The bulk of AE activity during the two years prior to the
start of backfilling is concentrated close to the network of AE
receivers (labeled A2 in Fig. 2), where the network has its
best detection capabilities. Before the onset of backfilling,
AE events observed above the target cavity are concentrated
in two clusters labeled C1 and A1 in Figure 2. The linear

Figure 1. (a) The distribution of cavities (dark gray outlines in-
dicate cavities depicted in later figures), locations of acoustic emis-
sion (AE) receivers (triangles), and distribution of AE activity with
magnitude ≥52 dB (i.e.,MAE ≥2:6) during the two years before the
start of backfilling (dots). (b) The east–west cross section at y � 0,
showing the distribution of anhydrite blocks and carnallitite seams
in the study site. Intersections of geologic units indicate uncertainty
in the precise determination of the boundaries. The cavities, AE
events, and AE receivers depicted in (a) are projected onto the cross
section. The color version of this figure is available only in the elec-
tronic edition.
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cluster of AE events close to the ceiling of the backfilled
cavity (A1) is due to drilling activities in a borehole connect-
ing the two depicted cavities. The other well-defined concen-
tration of AE activity (C1) is at a distance of about 15–20 m
above the cavity. This region is a curved zone of AE activity
with a lateral extent of about 11 m and closely resembles
similar patterns of AE clusters previously observed in the
Morsleben mine. These structures, exhibiting steady micro-
cracking activity at the same location and showing a circular
shape (Spies and Eisenblätter, 2001), are suggested to be
caused by inner, penny-shaped fractures at a significant dis-
tance from the nearest cavity. In one case, a fracture surface
was identified at the cluster location by drilling a borehole
(Spies and Eisenblätter, 2001). Apart from this event concen-
tration, practically no microcracking activity is observed
within the rock mass directly above the cavity during the
two years preceding its backfilling.

After the onset of backfilling, AE activity in the region of
cluster C1 strongly increases and a pronounced spatiotemporal
migration of the microcracking activity can be observed
(Fig. 3). Closer inspection of the event rate of cluster C1 in-
dicates that it already showed a pronounced increase from a
nearly steady state about 80 days before the start of backfilling

(see inset of Fig. 3b). This activity increase coincided with
drilling operations in the observation borehole (activity A1 in
Fig. 2), suggesting a remote stress triggering. Immediately
after the start of backfilling, AE locations in the vicinity of C1
are in agreement with those obtained before the start of back-
filling (Fig. 4a). During later time intervals, however, activity
on adjacent structures to the east increases whereas activity on
C1 concentrates on its eastern part (Fig. 4b,c). This indicates a
different spatiotemporal AE event evolution on the eastern and
western parts of C1. Within the last weeks of backfilling, AE
activity in the region is concentrated further to the east and
activity on C1 nearly vanishes (Fig. 4d). The spatial orientation
of C1 with respect to the cavities can be seen in Figure 5. The
dip of the plane that best fits the AE event locations of C1 be-
fore the start and during the first 52 days of backfilling (Fig. 4a)
is about 45°, with a strike direction of about S60°E. The ori-
entation of best-fitting planes in this study was determined by
visual inspection of the scatter of AE events around the pos-
sible planes projected into the data and additionally checked
by plotting the AE events in a plane-centered coordinate sys-
tem. The resolution of this method is on the order of 5°–10°.

AE activity on C1 before the start of backfilling is on the
order of one event per day, and no event migration is resolv-
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able. After the start of backfilling, however, a clear outward
migration of the AE activity is observed (Figs. 3a, 5a,b, 6a,b),
with different velocities in the northwestern and southeastern
parts of C1 (subregions a and b of Fig. 6a, respectively). In
contrast to the strong AE activity observed directly above
the ceiling of the backfilled cavity, which shows a clear up-
ward migration in accordance with the temporal evolution of
the Coulomb stress field, the AE activity of C1 exhibits a

downward migration toward the backfilled cavity (Fig. 6b).
These two centers of activity seem to be separated by a distinct
zone with very lowmicrocracking activity, and no coalescence
of the activity is observed during the backfilling process (span-
ning a total of 182 days; Fig. 6b).

Apart from the slow upward migration of AE activity
immediately above the backfilled cavity, the supposed initia-
tion of a new macrocrack (C2 in Fig. 5) at day 52 is observed.
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It is located directly above the backfilled cavity and finds its
expression in a strong burst of AE activity up to a distance of
nearly 10 m above the cavity at day 52 of backfilling (Fig. 6b;
see also Becker et al., 2010, for details regarding the iden-
tification of this macrocrack). The inferred best-fitting plane
of this activity strikes N60°E, which is perpendicular to the
left-hand cavity wall and the general strike direction of the
folded salt body of the mine (Behlau and Mingerzahn, 2001)
and has a dip angle of 35°. No spatiotemporal event migra-
tion is resolvable on C2, but a simultaneous activation of the
entire active part is evident on day 52 (Fig. 5). Because of its
location and AE pattern, C2 is termed a border fracture in
this paper.

Correlation of AE Activity with Calculated Stresses

Stress Calculation

Stresses induced due to the backfilling process are calcu-
lated using a 2D plain strain FE thermoelastic model imple-

mented with the commercial software ABAQUS (Dassault
Systemes). Cavities within the 2D cross section are modeled
as holes with boundaries that are free to move. Temperature
boundary conditions inside the backfilled cavity are obtained
from a vertical chain of temperature sensors with 0.5 m spac-
ing and subhourly resolution, installed between the bottom
and the ceiling of the cavity (Fig. 5a). Because gravity effects
are not included in the modeling, it is assumed that stresses
created during the formation of the cavities are already re-
laxed. Thus, only stress changes due to the thermoelastic effect
of backfilling and due to the geometry of the cavities are stud-
ied. The vertical profile used in the stress modeling (black line
in Fig. 5a) is oriented N60°E. All present geologic formations
are modeled with the same material properties, and no struc-
tural interfaces between different geologic units are introduced
in the model (see Becker et al., 2010, for a detailed description
of the stress modeling).

To study the response of the AE event distribution to
stress changes, Coulomb stress changes (ΔCFS) are calcu-
lated from the results of the FE stress modeling according to
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ΔCFS � Δτr − μΔσn; �1�

in which Δτr is the change in shear stress on the plane in the
expected slip direction, Δσn is the change in normal stress
with compression being positive, and μ is the effective
coefficient of friction (Harris and Simpson, 1992). A value
of 0.4 for μ is used in this study. The Coulomb failure con-
cept states that failure is promoted when the Coulomb stress
is increased and failure is suppressed when Coulomb stress
decreases (e.g., Harris, 1998).

Coulomb stress changes of the 2D stress model have
been projected onto the C1 and C2 planes, assuming constant
stresses perpendicular to the strike of the stress model
(Fig. 5). Stress histories for these node points are linearly
interpolated to obtain Coulomb stress profiles with one sam-
ple per day from the higher resolution stress model output.
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Figure 6. (a) The spatiotemporal AE event migration on inner
fracture C1. AE events (magnitudes ≥52 dB) within �2 m of the
assumed surface are projected onto the C1 plane and color coded
according to time (color scale to the right). Black circles indicate
events occurring before the backfilling. The black line depicts
the border between subregions a and b (northwestern and
southeastern parts of C1, respectively), and the black cross at C in-
dicates the assumed center of C1 activity. The insets quantify the
spatiotemporal migration of AE activity away from center point C
for subregions a and b. Depicted is the event density relative to
center point C and the start of backfilling. Black circles indicate
the average distance of AE events from C in the respective time
period, and the black line is the linear fit between days 15 and
95. Migration velocities obtained by this fit are indicated in the in-
sets. The color scale is saturated at 15 events=day. (b) Spatiotempo-
ral development of maximum Coulomb stress changes for optimally
oriented planes on a vertical profile above the backfilled cavity
(heavy white cross in Fig. 5a). The AE activity with magnitudes
≥60 dB located above the backfilled cavity and projected onto
the vertical profile is superposed. The tick mark at C2 indicates
the occurrence of border fracture C2. The color version of this fig-
ure is available only in the electronic edition.
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Spatially gridded Coulomb stresses on C1 or C2 presented in
this study are calculated by spatially interpolating the pro-
jected stress model data at equally spaced grid points on
the respective fracture plane.

Calculation of Coulomb stresses can either be performed
for optimally oriented faults or for predefined failure mech-
anisms with specific strike, dip, and rake values. Because
clusters C1 and C2 exhibit a planar structure, given strike,
dip, and rake values are used for Coulomb stress calculation.
Although strike and dip values can be taken directly from the
orientations of C1 and C2 given above (Fig. 5), the rake value
cannot be deduced from the AE event distribution. However,
the pronounced increase of AE activity on C1 after the start of
backfilling suggests an increase in Coulomb stress. In order
to calculate Coulomb stress changes on C1, the rake value
was varied between −180° and 175° in 5° increments while
strike and dip values were held fixed. For C2, a rake value
of 90° producing maximum Coulomb stress changes on this
plane is assumed. The fact that no AE activity was observed
prior to backfilling in the vicinity of C2 hints at an intact rock
volume, and thus the orientation of the newly initiated mac-
rocrack C2 should be governed by the thermal-induced stress
field, which favors a rake angle of 90° on a plane striking
N60°E in agreement with the orientation of C2.

Results

In the absence of static stress changes leading to Omori-
type event decay, the current seismicity rate scales with respect
to a reference seismicity rate, such as the current stressing rate
to the reference stressing rate (Dieterich, 1994). This approach
assumes a steady state situation due to an only slowly varying
stressing rate. In earthquake studies, which generally assume a
Coulomb failure, the stressing rate is taken to be the Coulomb
stressing rate or the shear stressing rate if the normal stress is
assumed to be nearly constant (e.g., Dieterich, 1994).

Figure 7 shows the correlation between Coulomb stress
rate and observed AE event rate for the inner fracture C1 and
the border fracture C2. For the first 52 days of backfilling, a
strong positive correlation between stress and event rate is
observed for C1 and C2, which deteriorates thereafter.
Although the calculated absolute stress changes and stressing
rates on the inner fracture C1 are small (stressing rates in the
order of a few kPa=day) compared to those observed close to
the cavity (Fig. 7a,b), AE activity at C1 shows a pronounced
increase after the onset of backfilling (Fig. 8a,b). This
suggests a strong response to small stress changes due to
backfilling activity. The strong positive correlation for C1
is observed for a wide range of different possible rake angles
from −180° to −40° for the first 52 days of backfilling up to
the initiation of border fracture C2 (Fig. 7c). These rake
values indicate a component of normal faulting in the failure
mechanism. For example, Figure 7c–f shows the daily
Coulomb stress rates on subregions a and b of C1 for a rake
value of −90°, leading to correlation coefficients (r) of 0.88
and 0.85 for the first 52 days of backfilling, respectively.

Apart from the first four days of backfilling, calculated
Coulomb stress rates on C1 are always positive for the time
interval studied in Figure 7, indicating a monotonously in-
creasing absolute Coulomb stress. The stress rate curve for
C1 also shows a cyclic behavior due to alternating periods
of thermal expansion and contraction of the rock mass close
to the ceiling of the cavity caused by the alternation of periods
with increasing and decreasing temperatures (Fig. 2). For the
position on C1 studied in Figure 7c, the FE calculation
indicates a temperature change of only 0.03° C for the first
100 days of backfilling due to the slowpropagation of the ther-
mal front, whereas temperature fluctuations at the ceiling of
the backfilled cavity are on the order of up to 2–3° C per day
around day 50 (Fig. 2). A temperature increase at the cavity
ceiling corresponds to a maximum of the Coulomb stress rate
at C1, whereas a temperature decrease coincides with a mini-
mum of the calculated stress rate at C1. At the ceiling of the
cavity in the vicinity of C2, the temperature fluctuations lead
to periods with decreasing absolute Coulomb stresses, that is,
Coulomb stress rates <0 without AE activity (Fig. 7a).

After day 52, which coincides with the initiation of mac-
rocrack C2, the correlation between observed event rate and
calculated Coulomb stress rate is either less pronounced
(r � 0:65 for subregion a on C1, Fig. 7c,d) or nonexistent
(r � 0:07 for subregion b on C1, Fig. 7e,f). This is also true
for rake values other than −90° (Fig. 7c inset). A slight gen-
eral increase of the correlation coefficient with increasing
rake value is observed in the interval from −180° to −40°.
The generally much lower correlation coefficients after day
52 suggest an influence from processes not accounted for by
the 2D FE model, such as static stress changes due to macro-
crack activity or processes like creep or cataclastic deforma-
tion. However, a modification of the original strike and dip
values of C1 also has the potential to cause this worse fit.

Subregions a and b of C1 demonstrate a strikingly differ-
ent behavior after day 52. Although AE event rates on sub-
region a still follow the general pattern of the calculated
Coulomb stress rates, AE activity on subregion b is clearly
at odds with the stress rate curve, exhibiting pronounced
event rate maxima during stress rate minima after day 65 of
backfilling. Subregion b also exhibits an overall gradual
increase of the event rate maxima up to day 102, when the
calculated Coulomb stress rates and AE activity on subregion
a are already decreasing. This might indicate a change in
faulting style on subregion b after day 65. This change could
be linked to the general eastward migration of AE activity in
the vicinity of C1 and the activation of new structures pos-
sibly modifying the stress field (Fig. 4). The temporally in-
creasing influence of a nearby cavity to the east on the stress
field, also evident in the stress profile of Figure 6b (upper
right corner), might influence this event migration. However,
due to the complex pattern of AE activity during later times
of backfilling, it is difficult to identify individual planes in
the event distribution. Another noteworthy observation is the
extremely low number of events observed directly after the
initiation of C2 in the vicinity of C1 (Fig. 7c,e).
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For C2, a generally weaker correlation between
Coulomb stress rate and event rate is observed (r � 0:67 for
days 1–52 of backfilling and r � 0:60 for days 53–110 of
backfilling, Fig. 7a,b) than for subregion a of C1. This
observation might be explained as follows (see also Fig. 7a):
(1) for the first 16 days of backfilling, only two events were
recorded, although significant positive Coulomb stress rates

were calculated for C2; (2) the initiation of the border frac-
ture on day 52 resulted in an exceptionally large number of
AE events; and (3) tensile stresses occurred close to the
ceiling of the cavity during the rapid cooling of the rock mass
during times of negative Coulomb stress rates, inducing
microcracking (e.g., around day 70, Becker et al., 2010). For
Figure 7a,b, negative Coulomb stress rates were set equal
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to zero because ΔCFS < 0 should inhibit shear micro-
cracking.

Enlarging the study period to 100 days before the start
and about 270 days after the stop of backfilling shows that
steady, low-level microcracking activity associated with C1
also occurred before the start of backfilling activity
(Fig. 8a,b). In contrast, the newly created border fracture
C2 showed nomicrocracking activity before the onset of back-
filling and, apart from two single events, also no recordable

microcracking processes up to day 16 of backfilling (Fig. 8c),
although thermal-induced stresses at its location were consid-
erably higher than at C1 and reached values of up to 3 MPa at
day 52 of backfilling.

In Figure 9, spatially resolving Coulomb stress changes
on C1 indicates that the entire plane on which AE activity is
located experiences positive Coulomb stress changes, and the
regions on C1 exhibiting AE activity during the first 52 days of
backfilling show comparable absolute stress changes. This is
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in agreement with the observed AE activity on C1 for the be-
ginning of backfilling, showing an enhanced activity over the
entire active area. However, a somewhat larger stress increase
is observed in areas of C1 that show no AE activity. The fact
that no AE activity was observed in this higher stress area
might suggest that the controlling factor in AE activity is
the current location of the outward-expanding AE event cloud
on C1. In contrast, Coulomb stresses calculated for C2 indi-
cate a curved boundary between a region with high stress in-
crease and a region above with much smaller Coulomb stress
increase (Fig. 9). This corresponds to the AE activity during
the initiation and reactivation of C2, which is almost exclu-

sively confined to areas with a calculated Coulomb stress in-
crease in excess of 0.25 MPa. These observations support the
choice of the rake value for C2. The most likely nucleation
point for C2 is at the ceiling of the backfilled cavity, where
the Coulomb stress reaches its maximum and a large concen-
tration of AE events is observed (Fig. 9).

As evident from Figure 7c,e, the initiation of C2 tempo-
rally coincideswith a clear change in the pattern of AE activity
on C1. This change might be either caused directly by C2 or
other underlying processes. A possible explanation in con-
junction with C2 is the static stress changes due to a disloca-
tion on C2. These stress changes can be qualitatively
estimated using the Okada solutions for dislocation on a fault
in a homogeneous half-space (Okada, 1992), an approach rou-
tinely followed to calculate, for example, static stress transfer
from one earthquake fault to another (King et al., 1994; Freed,
2005). For this study, we adapted some of the COULOMB3.1
software routines (Lin and Stein, 2004; Toda et al., 2005)
using the Okada solutions to our problem and calculated
theCoulomb stress changes onC1 resulting from adislocation
on C2 (see Fig. 10 for fault geometry). For C2 a rake value of
90° was used, and for C1 all rake values exhibiting a corre-
lation coefficient ≥0:86 on subregion a of C1 for the first
52 days of backfilling were considered. We arbitrarily chose
a dislocation on C2 of 1 mm. Larger or smaller slip magni-
tudes only change the amplitude of the resulting stress
changes but preserve the general stress change pattern.

Calculated Coulomb stress changes (Fig. 10) indicate a
decrease in Coulomb stress for the parts of subregion b of C1
active before initiation of C2, which is in agreement with the
low event rates observed in that region immediately after the
initiation of C2 (Fig. 7e). For subregion a, the result is more
sensitive to the assumed rake value. For example, for a value
of −90°, a Coulomb stress increase for the entire area is ob-
served (Fig. 10a), whereas a rake value of −60° results in a
stress decrease in areas showing especially strong AE activity
immediately before the initiation of C2 (Fig. 10b). This can
qualitatively explain the low event rates in subregion a of C1
directly after the initiation of C2 (Fig 7c). The same is also true
for rake values between −60° and −40° (Ⓔ see Fig. S1, avail-
able in the electronic supplement to this article). Together with
the slightly higher correlation coefficients for rake values be-
tween −40° and −60° for the time interval from days 53–
110 (Fig. 7c inset), this might suggest a rake angle in the
−40° to −60° range. However, no significantly different AE
behavior for regions with calculated Coulomb stress increase
and decrease on subregion a of C1 can be observed after ini-
tiation of C2.

Discussion

Location Accuracy and Completeness of the AE
Catalog

Although there is a possible shift in the absolute loca-
tions of recorded AE events due to errors in the homogeneous
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Figure 9. (a) The Coulomb stress change on C1 for a rake value
of −90°. (b) The Coulomb stress change on C1 for a rake value of
−60°. For C2, a rake value of 90° is assumed in (a) and (b). Stress
changes for day 52.8, corresponding roughly to the moment of C2
initiation, are depicted. AE activity within �2 m of C1 and C2 is
projected onto the respective plane (black dots). For C2, all AE ac-
tivity recorded for days 52.75–53.95 and days 58.75–61.2; the pre-
sumed initiation and reactivation of this macrocrack is shown. The
depicted AE activity of C1 belongs to the time intervals of days
43.75–46.25 and days 49.25–52.75, corresponding to the last
two stress loading phases before C2 initiation. The broken white
line on C1 indicates the border between subregions a and b. White
circles indicate the projection of stress model node points used for
stress calculation in Figure 7. The color version of this figure is
available only in the electronic edition.
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velocity model used for localization, which is also seen in
other studies (e.g., Naoi et al., 2011), the relative event
location between events belonging to the same structure is
probably more reliable. This can be seen in Figure 11a, in
which AE activity linked to working activity in a borehole is
vertically offset by about 1–2 m from its true location at the
western end of the borehole. However, events show a tight
clustering following the orientation of the borehole, thus in-
dicating a high relative accuracy, and events associated with
the inner fracture are confined to a narrow plane of activity
(Fig. 12a). This indicates that the relative location accuracy
for closely spaced events is high enough to detect an event
migration of less than 1 m=month during the observation
period (Fig. 12b–d). A former study of this dataset (Becker
et al., 2010) found a location uncertainty of about 1 m for
events in the area of C2 and no large systematic location
errors. However, the location accuracy is spatially variable

due to the different receiver configurations reached by direct
ray paths from different places.

Because of shadowing effects by nearby cavities, the
event catalog in the mining environment is often incomplete.
The absence of recorded AE activity in the eastern part of the
borehole in Figure 11 is probably such a case. The position
up to where AE events linked to the borehole are recorded
correlates well with the region in which at least eight direct
ray paths to receivers are observed. In the first location
attempt using only P waves, these eight P arrivals are nec-
essary for an accepted event location. The region between 8
and 12 m above the backfilled cavity has at least as many
direct ray paths to receivers as the western termination of the
borehole where AE events are recorded. This suggests that
the observed gap in AE events in this region above the cavity
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Figure 10. Static Coulomb stress changes calculated for C1,
assuming displacement on C2. (a) The Coulomb stress change
on C1 for a rake value of −90°. (b) The Coulomb stress change
on C1 for a rake value of −60°. The assumed slip direction of
C2 (rake of 90°) is indicated by the arrow. The dashed white line
on C1 indicates the border between a and b. The dots on C1 indicate
AE events located within �2 m of C1 during days 42.75–52.75 of
backfilling, and therefore indicate the approximate location of mi-
crocracking activity on C1 at C2 initiation. The color version of this
figure is available only in the electronic edition.
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Figure 11. (a) The color-coded grid indicates the number of AE
receivers reached from the respective grid point with a straight line
without hitting a cavity. For regions with only a few direct ray paths,
large travel-time residuals prevent an event location. The depicted
east–west cross section is calculated at y � 0. AE activity with mag-
nitudes ≥48 dB during the 631 days before the start of backfilling
and occurring in the range −2 m ≤ y ≤ 14 m is projected onto the
cross section (black dots). The white line indicates the projection of
a borehole. (b) Daily event rate on subregion a of inner fracture C1.
The gray portions indicate time intervals with an AE event catalog
identified as complete, and the black portions indicate incomplete
time intervals. The completeness analysis has an hourly resolution,
whereas the event rate curve is constructed from one sample per day.
The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic
edition.
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(Figs. 3c and 6b) is real and not due to a shadowing effect
from nearby cavities. The same is true for the region above
C1, which is also well covered by direct ray paths but shows
no AE activity. Thus, the semicircular shape of the inner frac-
ture seems to be a real feature and not an artifact.

Apart from the spatial completeness, the temporal cata-
log completeness may also vary. Because the studied activity
is concentrated in a small area and no changes to the geom-
etry of the recording network or the data analysis were
performed, the overall magnitude of completeness of the in-
vestigated AE catalog should not change with time. However,
working noise in the mining environment may cause an
incomplete event registration. Using an earlier developed
method to identify incomplete time periods with hourly res-
olution in the studied dataset (Becker et al., 2010) indicates
that during the first 110 days of backfilling, the event catalog
is complete for 82% of the recording time (Fig. 11b).
Correcting for incomplete time intervals by taking the aver-
age hourly event rate from the complete time intervals of one
day as constant for the whole day results in the relation
R � 8:05ΔCFS� 3:03, with a correlation coefficient r of
0.86 for the first 52 days of backfilling for subregion a of C1
and a rake value of −90°. This is comparable to the results in
Figure 7c without correction for possible catalog incomplete-
ness. This suggests a minor influence of the catalog incom-
pleteness for this investigation. Using an AE event catalog
with hourly resolution and interpolating the incomplete time
intervals or concentrating only on the complete hours is not
feasible due to the low daily event rates in the vicinity of C1
(Fig. 7c,e).

Assumptions in the Coulomb Stress Calculations

Projecting stress model results on C1 and C2 (Figs. 7–
10) assumes that the stress field is constant perpendicular to
the strike direction of the 2Dmodel. Although this is certainly
not the case for regions at larger distances from the stress
profile because the cavities incorporated in the stress model
have finite lengths and variable cross sections perpendicular
to the strike of the stress model, the investigated AE events in
this study are close enough to the stress profile (Fig. 5) that
such an approach seems justified. Furthermore, the stress
model is oriented perpendicular to the strike direction of the
walls of the backfilled cavity as well as to the general strike
direction of the geologic units of the mining complex, result-
ing in a geometry and lithology rather constantly perpendic-
ular to the stress profile. However, simplifications due to the
2D character of the stress model still remain.

Another concern regarding the temporal analysis of
Coulomb stresses (Figs. 7, 8) might be the use of represen-
tative stress histories at specific points for extended areas
when stresses and stress rates in fact show some variability
on the investigated plane (see Fig. 9). However, as seen in
Figure 12c,d, the majority of the observed AE activity is con-
centrated in a rather narrow, migrating AE front and not
spread out over the entire plane of C1. When we compare

the stress rate curves for representative points on subregions
a and b for the first 110 days of backfilling (Figs. 7c,e), it is
apparent that they are very similar. This general similarity is
also observed for node points further down on C1 (Fig. 8a,b)
that correspond to later positions of the migrating event front.
All these stress rate curves exhibit a generally similar behav-
ior during the beginning of backfilling and hint at spatially
smooth Coulomb stress changes for a mechanism favoring
AE activity on C1.

Because of the purely elastic formulation used in the
stress modeling, processes like the formation of new frac-
tures and macrocracks, creep, or cataclastic deformation are
not accounted for. The high-stress transients induced during
backfilling, as well as the significant temperature increase
close to the backfilled cavity, facilitate such failure proc-
esses. A growing discrepancy between calculated and actual
in situ stresses can thus be expected and may partly explain
the lower correlation coefficients between observed event
and calculated stress rate for later times. For the initiation of
border fracture C2, which temporally coincides with a clear
deterioration in the correlation between observed AE event
rates and calculated Coulomb stress rates on C1 (Fig. 7c–f),
we tried to estimate the static stress changes due to such an
inelastic deformation.

The fact that the calculated static Coulomb stress
changes can only partly explain the AE pattern on the inner
fracture C1 after the initiation of the border fracture C2 can
have several explanations. One of them might be incorrect
strike, dip, and rake values chosen for C2; however, because
C2 seems to be a macrocrack in intact rock, the mechanism
of C2 probably obeys the acting stress field as observed for
other assumed Coulomb failure events in the mining environ-
ment (e.g., Naoi et al., 2011). The plane best describing the
distribution of AE activity of C2 is in good agreement with
the optimally oriented plane as obtained from the FE model.
Furthermore, regions with high AE activity during the initia-
tion and reactivation of C2 correlate well with areas of high
positive Coulomb stress changes on that surface (Fig. 9),
supporting a rake value of about 90° for C2. Slight changes
in this rake value do not significantly change the result of
Figure 10. A completely different mechanism is not likely,
because the free surface of the cavity demands a vertical
stress equal to zero at the supposed initiation point of C2 and
the distribution of AE activity fixes the approximate strike
and dip values of C2. Limiting the rupture area of C2 only
to regions exhibiting high AE activity during its initiation
(Fig. 9) also does not significantly change the stress change
pattern in Figure 10.

A more severe problem might be the assumption of the
Okada formulation that the dislocation takes place in an
elastic, homogeneous half-space. The fact that the border
fracture initiates at the top of a cavity, as well as the presence
of further cavities, modifies the resulting stress field and may
be one explanation for the misfit between modeled stress
changes and observed AE history. The stress modeling results
in this study seem to indicate that a purely thermoelastic FE
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stress modeling incorporating both the cavity geometry and
the temperature history is able to estimate the true stress field
reasonably well as long as no inelastic processes like fracture
initiation or creep are taking place. To calculate stress changes
due to inelastic deformations, the incorporation of the cavity
geometry or a test for creep or the cataclastic deformation
often observed in more ductile materials (Scholz, 2002) seems
necessary.

Character of Observed Macroscopic Failure Processes

The present study investigates the spatiotemporal behav-
ior and correlation with induced stresses of two concentra-
tions of microcracking activity in an abandoned salt mine.
We interpret them to be spatially distinct macroscopic failure
processes exhibiting clearly dissimilar characteristics.

The inner fracture C1 is a planar (Fig. 12a), pre-existing
structure at considerable distance from the next cavity where a
spatiotemporal event migration is observed. Although no
event migration on C1 is resolvable for the time before back-
filling, a clear migration with higher velocities on subregion a
than b of C1 can be recognized immediately after its start
(Fig. 12b). A careful analysis of the event evolution reveals
that for the time up to the initiation of C2 on day 52, a
migration of the AE events is resolvable (Fig. 12b,c). Apart
from the outward migration of the mean position of AE
activity (Fig. 12b), it is apparent from Figure 12c,d that the
outward expanding event front is trailed by a kind of back
front, behind which the AE activity decreases once again.
Effectively, this results in a narrow, outward-migrating zone of
active microcracking. This zone seems to represent the current
position of the highest stress concentrations, whereas regions
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Figure 12. (a) In-plane view of AE activity (magnitudes ≥52 dB) up to day 52.75 associated with C1. The view direction is indicated in
Figure 5b by the arrow. (b) Isochrones of spatiotemporal AE event migration on C1. Color-coded lines indicate the spline interpolation
through all AE activity observed within �2 m of C1 during the time intervals given in the color legend, indicating the average position
of AE activity. The black cross labeled C indicates the assumed center of AE activity on C1, the broken black line is the border between
subregions a and b, and gray dots indicate AE events with magnitudes ≥52 dB occurring within�2 m of C1. (c) Higher resolution version of
inset a in Figure 6a. The gray dots indicate the distance of events in subregion a of C1 with respect to the assumed center of activity indicated
in (b). Large triangles indicate the median distance of events in consecutive five-day intervals, and small triangles indicate the 20th and 80th
percentile for time intervals with more than 50 events. The vertical broken line indicates the moment of C2 initiation. (d) The weekly event
count for different distance ranges from center C of C1 using the data depicted in (c). The time-delayed increase of AE activity for different
distance ranges and the subsequent decrease is indicating the passage of a migrating AE front. The color version of this figure is available only
in the electronic edition.
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behind this active zone seem to have released some stress due
to their earlier AE activity. The immediate response of this nar-
row zone to the small thermal-induced stress changes indicates
that it is in a critical state and small stress perturbations can
induce microcracking. This observation of an immediate AE
response to thermal stressing was also made in heating experi-
ments in hard rock laboratories (e.g., Falls and Young, 1998;
Andersson et al., 2009). In contrast to those studies, in which
the AE activity was located in borehole breakout notches
within the first meter of the damaged granite without substan-
tial event migration, we observe a migrating, planar front of
AE activity at a distance of about 15 m from the cavity in a
much softer material.

Causes for such a migrating AE front could be an out-
ward-expanding excavation damage zone (e.g., Young and
Collins, 1999), the response of the rock mass to a slowly
migrating temperature anomaly (e.g., Becker et al., 2010),
a migrating pore pressure perturbation (e.g., Moriya et al.,
2006), or microcracking activity occurring in the crack tip
damage zone of a slowly growing fracture in intact rock
(e.g., Schultz, 2000; Scholz, 2002) or on a reactivated rupture
surface or structural interface (Spies and Eisenblätter, 2001).
The observed AE activity (Fig. 12) suggests microcracking
activity in a planar, rather narrow, zone of stress concentra-
tion. Such a behavior resembles the subcritical growth of a
fracture with propagation velocities orders of magnitude be-
low those of a dynamic fracture (e.g., Schultz, 2000; Scholz,
2002). This slow crack growth can continue for an extended
period of time as long as the crack does not enter the region
of unstable equilibrium where an unlimited crack growth is
initiated (Scholz, 2002). The maximum propagation velocity
of about 1 m=month for the front of AE events is within the
range of crack growth velocities observed in the laboratory
(1 × 10−9 and 1 × 10−3 ms−1; Atkinson, 1984). The pres-
ence of a highly complex geology in the study region, as well
as the earlier observation of a circular cluster of AE activity
showing a spatiotemporal outward expansion that was con-
firmed as a growing fracture at the interface between rock
salt and anhydrite by two boreholes (Spies and Eisenblätter,
2001), might point to a process between geologic boundaries
or on a reactivated rupture surface. This would be compa-
rable to the activation of shear fractures at a larger distance
from the active excavation (which have the potential to re-
lease larger amount of stored stresses), resulting in larger
magnitude events in case of failure (e.g., Richardson and
Jordan, 2002).

The different behaviors observed for subregions a and b
of the inner fracture might be partly governed by the pres-
ence of a second cavity above the backfilled one (shown in
black outline in Fig. 5), thereby influencing the background
stress field. This one is much closer to subregion b of C1 than
to subregion a and exhibits a strong influence on the
observed maximum Coulomb stress change on optimally ori-
ented planes during later times of backfilling (Fig. 6b). This
larger scale stress concentration is possibly also responsible
for the general eastward migration of AE activity in the vicin-

ity of C1 with time (Fig. 4). Stresses created due to the pres-
ence of the cavity might be high enough to initiate AE
activity, obeying a new failure mechanism in subregion b,
whereas subregion a at a larger distance from the cavity
(Fig. 5) still favors the original mechanism of C1.

In contrast, the border fracture C2 shows no discernible
event migration (Fig. 5). The instantaneous occurrence of AE
activity over an extended region on day 52 of backfilling and
the absence of AE events before and during the beginning of
backfilling (Fig. 8c), despite the presence of significantly
higher Coulomb stress changes than at the inner fracture,
indicates a dynamic macrocrack formation in formerly intact
rock. Such a failure mechanism is also characteristic for
rockburst events being induced around active excavations
due to the high stress changes within the first few meters
of the rock mass (e.g., Gibowicz and Kijko, 1994; Richard-
son and Jordan, 2002).

Conclusions

The spatiotemporal pattern of AE activity before and
during backfilling and its correlation with calculated
Coulomb stress changes leads to the following four con-
clusions.

The increase of AE rates and the outward migration of a
rather narrow tip zone of AE activity of a semicircular struc-
ture at a significant distance (15 m) from the source region of
the thermal stresses was instantaneously triggered at the start
of backfilling. The human-induced absolute Coulomb stress
increase at this inner fracture was only about 100 kPa during
the first 50 days of backfilling, and stress changes of a few
kPa already led to a pronounced increase of AE activity. This
indicates that the inner fracture was in a critical state before
the beginning of backfilling operations. The analysis of AE
activity several months before the backfilling operation sup-
ports this interpretation, because the semicircular zone is al-
ready clearly recognizable in this time interval.

The outward migration of this semicircular zone of AE
activity is directed toward the border of the backfilled
gallery, with migration velocities reaching values up to
1 m=month, depending on the azimuth. The overall shape
and migration clearly suggest the existence of a macrofrac-
ture with a diameter of more than 10 m. Such a fractured
patch on a pre-existing fault, which is aseismically growing,
is an important but rarely observed process. It can give in-
sights into the nucleation process of catastrophic failure
events, such as the earthquake nucleation process. Our study
quantifies the size of the nucleation fracture and its
growth velocity. We find varying growth velocities in differ-
ent azimuthal directions, which do not correlate with the azi-
muthal pattern of the triggering stresses. This indicates that
the growth velocity is likely controlled by the pre-existing
stress field and not by the induced stress field.

The induced border fracture occurred with a significant
delay to the beginning of backfilling activity. The calculated
increase of local Coulomb stress at the supposed initiation
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point at the time of occurrence was about 3 MPa. This in-
dicates that the volume was not in a critical state before the
beginning of backfilling operations. The border fracture was
thus most likely fully induced by the human-induced thermal
stresses. Furthermore, the absence of a resolvable AE event
migration linked to this border fracture indicates a fast rup-
ture process, such as in an earthquake or rock burst event.

The modeled temporal pattern and the magnitudes of
thermoelastic Coulomb stress changes correlate well with the
general pattern and the rates of induced AEs during the first
52 days of backfilling. We find a sudden breakdown of this
high correlation coincident with the occurrence of the border
fracture. This indicates that the development of induced mac-
rofractures or other inelastic processes introduce stress
heterogeneity sufficiently large to control the occurrence of
smaller events at a later stage of human activity. The AE
activity is thus more difficult to predict if the operations last
longer. However, the combination of stress modeling and
seismicity monitoring is a promising tool to better reveal
such 3D stress heterogeneity in mining environments. For
instance, the monitoring of small events can be used to detect
and study the occurrence of larger aseismic slip events or the
development of a cataclastic zone.

Data and Resources

The acoustic emission (AE) event database and informa-
tion concerning the recording system and the geometry of the
underground cavities were provided by the Bundesanstalt für
Geowissenschaften und Rohstoffe (BGR, the Federal Insti-
tute for Geosciences and Natural Resources). The BGR op-
erates the array on behalf of Bundesamt für Strahlenschutz
(BfS, the German Federal Office for Radiation Protection).
Information about the backfilling process (e.g., temperature
profiles used in the stress modeling) was provided by
Deutsche Gesellschaft für den Betrieb von Endlagern (DBE).
Currently, the AE event database and the temperature profiles
are not released to the public.
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